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ABSTRACT

This paper introdues PACKTER, a free and open soure

software for visualization of Internet traf�. This paper also

extends it for support network forensis. Many traf� vi-

sualization make network operators realize the urrent net-

work status, inluding anomalous ativities. Our motivation

is the utilization of the visualization tools for starting net-

work forensis proess, e.g., investigating where the issued

pakets ame from. Sine there were few softwares for our

intent, this paper develops PACKTER, whih is able to visu-

alize traf� based on per-paket and/or per-�ow information

in real-time. This paper also extends PACKTER to have a

funtion for negotiation to a network forensi system.

1. INTRODUCTION

Creating new network operation style is beyond the

visualization of today's network. Whereas some visu-

alization tools provide novel graphis representing net-

work ativities, suh tools are not designed to provide

any user-interfaes for network operation. Imagine if

you are playing an online game, you will reat when the

game sreen shows some important events. You will also

try to ontrol the game by input devies with keeping

your sights to the sreen. In the ontext of today's net-

work operation, after you realized suh events from vi-

sualization sreen, you might launh other appliations,

login to some servers, and prepare next operations. We

assume that there is lak of support for starting opera-

tions within the network visualization tools.

Our motivation is to integrate the funtions of start-

ing network operation proesses with real-time tra�

visualization tools. Due to that the tool often makes

its operators realize anomalous ativities, we onsider

to employ the tools as the user-interfae for network

forensis.

Unfortunately, we ould not �nd suitable tools for our

intent. Even though many researhes for visualization

had been proposed, few tools were available as a free

and open soure software. Moreover, the most of them

were designed to show the results of their o�ine anal-

ysis. Aside from o�ine analysis, very few real-time vi-

sualization tools were found. Whereas these tools were

Figure 1: Overview of PACKTER

pratial and innovative, our intent required to show

information with a per-paket-granularity of the tra�.

This paper designs and implements a tra� visual-

ization tool, named PACKTER [7℄, at �rst. PACKTER

onsists of two programs, PACKTER agent and PACK-

TER viewer; the agent passively probes per-paket and/or

per-�ow information, and the viewer visualizes the ol-

leted information in three-dimensional sreen.

This paper then extends our developed programs to

support network forensis proesses. There are various

types of forensis, but this paper fouses on identifying

whether a paket omes from. Beause of that the pur-

pose is similar to IP traebak, whih aims at loating

the soure node even if the paket employed spoofed

soure IP address, we re�ned PACKTER to ooperate

to InterTrak [5℄, one of the IP traebak systems.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Se-

tion 2 illustrates the development of PACKTER and

setion 3 explains our extension for IP traebak. Se-

tion 4 reveals the limitations in PACKTER, and se-

tion 5 �nally summarizes our ontribution.

2. DEVELOPMENT OF PACKTER

This setion introdues the design priniples and the
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developments of our Internet tra� visualization tool,

named PACKTER. While designing its visual, we re-

eived muh inspirations from NICTER [4℄, the famous

tra� visualizer in Japan. Its three-dimensional visu-

alization engine shows tra� animation inside a ube.

Eah paket is represented by a olored retangle, and

the retangle appears on a plane of the ube when a

paket is reeived at the monitored network. Note that

NICTER is not released under any free and open soure

lienses, our projet is neessary to develop totally dif-

ferent odes and takes on an overall distint system ar-

hiteture.

2.1 Overview

Figure 1 shows a sreen shot of PACKTER. It ap-

pears two squares, named �sender board� and �reeiver

board�, in respetively. The former presents the tra�

soure, the latter denotes the destination.

In eah square, x axis denotes an IP address where the

left orner is 0.0.0.0 and the right (1) is 255.255.255.255.
Given the IP address, the address will be regularized in

the range of 0 to 1 by following steps. At �rst, the ad-

dress is onverted to deimal. It then divided by 232,
and �nally loated in the range of 0 to 1. When us-

ing IPv6 addresses, the left orner is :: and the right

is ��:��:��:��:��:��:��:��, and the deimal deoded

IPv6 address is divided by 2128 for the regularization.
y axis denotes a port number if the paket is a TCP

segment or a UDP datagram. The value is also divided

by 216 to be regularized in the range of 0 to 1. If the

paket is an ICMP message, ICMP type value devided

/28 is for the sender y ordinate, and ICMP ode value

devided by /28 is for the reeiver y. Sine bot TCP and

UDP port numbers are 16bit �elds, and both ICMP

type and ode are 8bit �elds, the regularized values are

in the range of 0 to 1.

In PACKTER, a ball is alled a ��ying objet�, whih

presents eah paket. Its olor variation has ten types as

shown in Table 1. The ball appears at the sender board

at �rst, then �ows toward the reeiver board, and �nally

vanishes when it reahed to the reeiver board. For ex-

ample, if the pairs of the tra� soure address and its

TCP port number is given (10.0.0.1, 60000). The dei-
mal form of IP address is 167,772,161, so x oordinate

is 0.04 (= 167, 772, 161/232) and y oordinate is 0.92 (=
60000/216). So, the ball appears at (0.039, 0.916) in the

sender board. Given the destination pair (127.0.0.1, 80),
the ball �ows toward (0.496, 0.001) in the reeiver board.
If the paket is a TCP SYN paket, the ball will be ol-

ored blue as shown in Table 1.

2.2 Design

PACKTER is omposed of two types of programs,

agent and viewer. An agent ollets a paket and sends

the paket's information to a viewer, the viewer then

Table 1: Coloring variations of �ying objets

# Color Layer 3 Layer 4 Flag

1 Pink IPv4 TCP ACK

2 Blue IPv4 TCP SYN

3 Red IPv4 TCP FIN or RST

4 Purple IPv4 UDP

5 Green IPv4 ICMP

6 Yellow IPv6 TCP ACK

7 White IPv6 TCP SYN

8 Skyblue IPv6 TCP FIN or RST

9 Lightgreen IPv6 UDP

10 Orange IPv6 ICMP

Table 2: PACKTER protool format

Category (i) : Drawing �ying objet

PACKTER\r\n

SRCIP,DSTIP,SRCPORT,DSTPORT,FLAG,DESCRIPTION

Category (ii) : Showing message and piture, and playing sound

PACKTERMESG\r\n

piture-�le,text-message

PACKTERHTML\r\n

html-message

PACKTERSOUND\r\n

seonds,sound-�le

PACKTERSE\r\n

sound-e�et-�le

PACKTERVOICE\r\n

text-message

PACKTERSKYDOMETEXTURE\r\n

texture-�le

draws the paket as we desribed in setion 2.1.

Currently, our agent is available to ollet pakets by

(1) monitoring a network interfae, (2) reading a paket

trae �le, (3) aepting �ow sampling protools, and (4)

reeiving via Unix domain soket. In the ases of (1)

and (2), the agent uses typial paket apture library for

olleting. In the ase of (3), the agent works as the ol-

letor for sFlow [6℄ and/or NetFlow [1℄. Within these

sampling tehnologies alled xFlow, the xFlow agents

sample pakets with a spei�ed sampling rate, and the

agents send the pakets' information to an xFlow olle-

tor. Sine PACKTER agent equips the funtion of the

xFlow olletor, it aepts the �ow information from the

xFlow agents. The funtion (4) is designed to ooperate

with external programs. For example, SNORT [9℄, the

typial intrusion detetion software (IDS), detets ma-

liious tra� and it then outputs the pakets' informa-

tion via Unix domain soket. Beause of monitoring the

soket, PACKTER agents an ollet suspiious tra�

whih SNORT deteted.

PACKTER agents sends the information to the viewer

based on PACKTER's protool format as shown in Ta-

ble 2. Our protool an be ategorized into two types.

The ategory (i) is used for drawing pakets into the

viewer's sreen. The olumn onsists of the soure IPv4

or IPv6 address, the destination address, the soure

port number or ICMP type, the destination port num-

ber or ICMP ode, �ag, and the desription of the

paket; the �ag is orresponding to the �rst olumn

in Table 1. The ategory (ii) is used for showing mes-

sage, pitures, and play sound. PACKTER supports to
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Figure 2: PACKTER arhiteture

render text or HTML message in its sreen. It also sup-

ports to play sound �les till spei�ed seonds pass, and

has a funtion to pronoune the spei�ed text messages

by ooperating to a speeh synthesis software.

2.3 Implementation

The arhitetures of PACKTER agent and viewer are

shown in Figure 2. PACKTER agent employs PCAP [11℄

library for olleting pakets from network interfaes

and/or reading a paket trae �le. It also supports ran-

dom sampling based on the probability whih users an

freely speify. The viewer also supports sFlow version

4.0, NetFlow version 9.0, and SNORT version 1.6 or

later. Based on eah paket, PACKTER agent sends

the information to the viewer over UDP datagram.

PACKTER viewer is omposed of �ve modules. The

�rst module, PACKTER protool-handlingmodule binds

on UDP port 11300, aepts the paket information

whih the agent sent, and inserts the information at

the tail of the queue. The seond, Queue Manage-

ment Module, set time stamp to eah information. The

third, Sene Management Module retrieves the queue

by referring to the time stamp; it is used to play the

viewer's sreen bakwards. The forth, Visualization

Module, draws a ball at the orresponding oordinates

on the sender board, and makes the ball �ow to the re-

eiver board. The rest of module deals with keyboard

and mouse events. The viewer supports that the users

hange the viewpoint in sreen. It also supports for the

users to replay senes.

Our implemented programs are available as open soure

softwares [7℄. PACKTER agent is written in C and it

runs on POSIX operating systems. PACKTER viewer

employs C# and XNA Game Studio 3.1 for its render-

ing engine, so it runs on windows operating systems.

3. NEGOTIATION TO IP TRACEBACK

This setion develops PACKTER to equip further

funtions that aim at failitating to launh network

forensi. We foused on ooperating to IP traebak,

whih investigates where the issued paket ame from.

In order to failitate the disussion in aurately, se-

tion 3.1 provides the summary of the traebak and

the typial implementation named InterTrak [3℄. Se-

tion 3.2 illustrates the trae request proess for PACK-

TER, and setion 3.3 shows the trae results.

3.1 InterTrak

Essentially, Denial of Servie (DoS) attaks exhaust

the resoures of a remote hosts or networks that are

otherwise aessible to legitimate users. Espeially, a

�ooding attak is the typial example of DoS attaks. In

the ase of the �ooding attak, the attakers often used

the soure IP address spoo�ng tehnique. IP address

spoo�ng an be de�ned as the intentional misrepresen-

tation of the soure IP address in an IP paket in order

to oneal the sender of the paket or to impersonate

another omputing system. Therefore, it is di�ult to

identify the atual soure of the attak pakets using

traditional ountermeasures.

IP traebak aims to loate attak soures, regardless

of the spoofed soure IP addresses. Espeially, Soure

Path Isolation Engine (SPIE) [8℄ is a feasible solution for

traing individual attak paket. When a node is suf-

fered from DoS attaks, the node alulates a hash from

the attak paket, omposes a traebak query inluding

the hash, and sends the query toward the previous hop

router. However, SPIE requires that every router ap-

tures partial paket information of every paket whih

passes through the router. Trae-ability would derease

to a minimum if there were only a few routers that sup-

port SPIE.

For reduing the deployment ost of IP traebak sys-

tems, several researhes [2, 3℄ have proposed the use of

the AS-level deployment to failitate global deployment

of IP traebak systems. In this ase, it is neessary to

deploy the system into eah AS instead of implement-

ing the SPIE in eah router. Sine the traebak system

monitors the tra� between the AS border routers and

exhanges information for traing the issued pakets,

the traebak lient an identify the soure AS of the

issued pakets.

InterTrak is designed for deployment at AS level,

and its main goal is to reonstrut the reverse AS path,

whih is the true attak path in AS hop level, and to
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Figure 3: Proedures of an attak traking on InterTrak

detet the soure ASes of an attak if possible. An-

other goal of InterTrak is to ahieve the interonne-

tion among IP traebak system(IP-TBS)s, detetion

systems and prevention systems inside an AS.

In InterTrak arhiteture, eah AS has a set of In-

terTrak omponents. A set of InterTrak omponents

inludes: the Inter-domain Traking Manager (ITM),

Border Traking Manager (BTM), Domain Traebak

Manager (DTM), Deision Point (DP), and Traebak

Client (TC). Figure 3 shows the overview of InterTrak

arhiteture. A phased traking approah is applied

on inter-domain traebak trials through InterTrak.

InterTrak separates a traebak trial in four stages

along with network boundaries; the traking initiation

stage, the border traking stage, the intra-AS trak-

ing stage and the inter-AS traking stage. After a-

epting a traebak request on the traking initiation

stage, eah AS preliminary investigates its own sta-

tus against the mounted attak on the border traking

stage. On the border traking stage, an AS judges by

InterTrak whether or not the AS is su�ered from an

attak, whether or not the AS is forwarding maliious

attak pakets, or whether or not the AS is suspeted

of having attaker nodes on the inside. Triggered by

the investigated AS status, InterTrak runs the inter-

AS traking stage and the intra-AS traking stage in

parallel. Detailed behavior of eah omponent were de-

sribed in [3℄.

3.2 Sending Trae Request

Assuming if PACKTER viewer has enough informa-

tion for IP traebak, the users of the viewer an eas-

ily start the traking initiation stage with few opera-

tions; seleting paket with the mouse, and triggering

the stage with the keyboard. As we desribed in se-

tion 3.1, the trae request from TC to DP is the trigger

of the stage. For doing so, TC alulates hash values

from sampled pakets, omposes a lient trae request

message with the spei�ed format, sends the trae re-

quest to DP, and �nally reeives the result written in

the lient trae reply format.

In order to make PACKTER viewer work as TC, this

paper modi�es PACKTER agent for giving the informa-

tion to the viewer, and then develops new module whih

interonnets between PACKTER viewer and DP. The

minimum requirement for the information is to ontain

the hash values for eah paket. The hashing proess

was formalized by Snoren et al. [8℄ in the ase of IPv4

paket, and by Stayer [10℄ in the ase of IPv6 paket.

These proposed to mask the partiular header �elds,

that have the possibility of being hanged at a router

along the path (e.g., IP time-to-live �eld), to zero prior

to digesting. Aording to the latest implementation

of InterTrak, it implemented the masking algorithms

and it also employed MD5 algorithm as the digesting

funtion.

Aordingly, we make PACKTER agent alulate the

hash value for eah paket in the same fashion of Inter-

Trak. Sine our protool format supported to inlude

text strings in the desription �eld, the agent is able to

insert information to the �led. Figure 4 shows a ase

study for inluding the trae information in PACKTER

protool. The desription is omposed of the hash value

for eah paket and the IP address of the interonnet-

ing module between the viewer and DP.

When drawing the paket in the sreen of the viewer,

the viewer provides an user-interfae whih enables to

selet the �ying objet with a mouse. Beause of render-

ing the objets in three-dimensional sreen, the viewer

observes the urrent oordinates of the mouse. It then

determines points in sreen spae on the mouse oor-

dinates by projeting a vetor from sreen spae into

objet spae.

After the user seleted a paket and he then pressed

�T� key, the viewer sends the hash value of the paket

to the interonneting module, named PACKTER_TC;

in the ase of Figure 4, PACKTER_TC runs at host

192.168.1.1 on UDP port 11301, and reeives the hash

value. Figure 5 shows an example for the lient trae

request.

3.3 Reeiving Trae Reply
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✓ ✏
PACKTER\r\n

10.0.0.1,127.0.0.1,60000,80,1,(hash value)-192.168.1.1\r\n

✒ ✑
Figure 4: Example for PACKTER agent's message

✓ ✏
<?xml version="1.0" enoding="UTF-8"?>

<InterTrakMessage type="ClientTraeRequest">

<ClientTraeRequest>

<DestinationNode>

<NodeID idtype="IP">

<IPAddress version="4" blok="loopbak" mask="32">127.

0.0.1</IPAddress>

</NodeID>

</DestinationNode>

<SoureNode>

<NodeID idtype="IP">

<IPAddress version="4" blok="loopbak" mask="32">127.

0.0.1</IPAddress>

</NodeID>

</SoureNode>

<TemporarySequeneNumber se="1343208049" use="320831

"/>

<TTL>16</TTL>

<PaketDump enodetype="md5" header="ip" iftype="1" Pay

loadLength="32">(hash value)</PaketDump>

<Options>

<Option type="type">PACKTER</Option>

</Options>

</ClientTraeRequest>

</InterTrakMessage>

✒ ✑
Figure 5: PACKTER_TC's lient trae request

PACKTER_TC reeives two responses from DP. One

is alled a message identi�ation reply message whih

noti�es that DP aepted the trae request. The other

is a lient trae reply message whih informs the re-

sult of the trae request. Whenever a traebak trial

sueeds, the lient trae reply message ontains some

AS paths that the issued paket ame from. Otherwise,

the message says �notfound� instead of the AS paths.

In short, �sueeded� means that the issued paket was

found in the outside of the AS.

In order to inform DP's responses to the user of PACK-

TER viewer, PACKTER_TC then generates three kinds

of alerts, namely, (i) the request was being aepted, (ii)

the traebak trial was sueeded, and (iii) the trial was

failed. In any ases, PACKTER_TC sends messages

toward the viewer; the message are formatted along

with PACKTER protool, and the messages also make

the viewer play musi, display text or HTML messages,

avatars, and fae ions. Figure 6(a), 6(b), and 6()

demonstrate the ases of (i), (ii) and (iii), respetively.

4. CONSIDERATIONS

Whereas the number of the tra� visualization re-

searhes inreases, the number of the useful implemen-

tation does not so muh. Our projet launhed at Au-

gust, 2008, however, there were and are very few visu-

alization tools that an be available as free and open

(a) Launhed IP Traebak Request

(b) Sueeded

() Failed

Figure 6: Exeution of IP traebak trial

soure softwares. Aording to SoureForge, roughly 17

projets were found, however eight of 17 were relevant to

load, air, vehiular tra� rather than Internet tra�. In

the rest of nine were mainly o�ine analysis tools and/or

network simulators. Similar tendenies were seen at the

other websites, inluding freshmeat, github, and Google

Code. As we mentioned in setion 1, our primary moti-

vation is to integrate the funtions of starting network

forensis proesses with a real-time tra� visualizater.

The major limitation in PACKTER is the number of

�ying objets. Even PACKTER utilizes GPU through

Mirosoft XNA Game Studio library, showing roughly

2000 or more objets makes the PC whih runs the

viewer beome heavily loaded. When we attempted to

monitor at our managed Internet exhange point, we

on�gured to the agent with sampling rate 1/8192.

The seondary limitation is the number of the va-

rieties of the supported network forensis; this paper
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Figure 7: Missiles representing DoS attaks

fouses on ooperating to IP traebak, whereas vari-

ous forensis have been proposed. To the best of our

knowledge, network forensis often requires the pointer

of forensis servers and the additional information for

its forensis. Fortunately, these shemes an be easily

supported as we employed desription shema in PACK-

TER protool for launhing IP traebak proesses.

The remaining issue is the way for informing anoma-

lous ativities to network operators. PACKTER sup-

ports to employ both polygonal models and their tex-

ture images, all of that an be spei�ed by the operator.

For example, PACKTER agent equips the funtion of

deteting DoS by omparing the number of pakets with

the spei�ed threshold. When the agent sends PACK-

TER message to the viewer with set of an unused �ag

number, the viewer looks up both mesh and texture

orresponding to the �ag number. Figure 7 shows the

ase of TCP Flooding, where missiles are deteted DoS

attaks.

PACKTER also supports the network tra� auraliza-

tion, whih means the tehnique of reation and repro-

dution of sound from the paket information. As we

explained in setion 2, PACKTER plays sound �le and

pronounes spei�ed text messages by ooperating to a

speeh synthesis software. Of ourse, visualization tools

are not so useful for a person with visual impairment,

some other operational onsole should be onsidered for

them, however, it was beyond the sope of this paper.

5. CONCLUSION

This paper has presented a network tra� visualizer

and extended it for launhing network forensis pro-

esses. Our developed PACKTER onsisted of an agent

program and a viewer program. The agent was de-

signed to ollet per paket information by monitoring

network interfae, reading a paket trae �le, aepting

�ow sampling protools, and reeiving via Unix domain

soket for ooperation to intrusion detetion systems.

The viewer was available to observe olleted informa-

tion via our de�ned PACKTER protool, and drew the

information in its three-dimensional sreen; the eah

paket appeared at the sender board, and �owed to-

ward the reeiver board with animation.

We then added the funtion to ooperate to network

forensis systems to PACKTER. Sine the paper fo-

used on starting IP traebak proesses, we modi�ed

the agent to send a hash value extrated from the paket

information. PACKTER also supported to inform suh

information to network operators that aepting the

trae request and the results of the request.

Note that PACKTER is online available [7℄, and all

soure odes are released under BSD liense, and media

�les suh as pitures, textures, mesh objets, and sound

�les are released under CC-BY in Creative Commons

liense. We believe that our work will expedite the uti-

lization of the tra� visualizer for supporting network

operations.
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